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THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS

This is a great week for confere~ces in Brisbane. 'I'he Australian Legal

Convention has brought to this city hundreds of lawyers, from all parts of Australia and

overseas. The accumulated hot air of a legal convention of such a size runs the risk of

creating a remarkable atmospheric phenomenon..That is why it was fine on Monday but

soon began to rain. Surrounded day and night by so many jUdges and lawyers, you can

imagine that it came as something of a relief to be invited to address your conference

dinner. Myopic introspection is one of the dangers of the modern professional. One of the

best features of my job as Chairman of the A~stralian Law Reform Commission has been

. the opportunity it has provided for me to meet so many people in differing walks of life. I

was glad to see that one of the workshop sessions of your conference was devoted to

multidisciplinary teams in engineering management~ The need for better communication

between the professions, and indeed between the-professions .and the general community,

is a constant theme of the Law Reform Com mission.

Of the oldest profession, I will not speak. The second oldest, the Church, is

adequately covered in the magnificent new television series of the THarchester

Chronicles!. I suppose the law and medici!1e would compete for the third oldest.

Engineering, as an organised profession, come rather later. Accordingly, it tends not to be

so set in its ways. The Institution of Engi·neers in Australia was established in 1919. It was

incorporated in 1926. Its Royal Charter was granted in 1938, the year before I was.born.

Cast your mind back just 40 years and you will realise what a revolution has corne upon

our community, its laws and engineering management in Australia in the interval. In 1938
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A.ustralia was on the brink of the special dangers of war. Today, the dangers to our

country are great. But national survival itself is not an issue. In 1938 Australia had just

been through the crisis of the Abdication. It was a tragedy that touched most members of

the Australian community personally, for many had seen the Prince of Wales during his

visit in 1919, the very year in which the Institution of Engineers was ~stablished. Last

month, the last remaining vice~regal representative not born in Australia wa~ politely told

that his te.rm would not be renewed by the Western Australian Government. The Prime

iVIinister openly talked about a republic, en route to Buckingham Palace. In 1938 the

lingering effects of the Great Depres.'5ion were stit! with us. Now, we are in the trough of

the most serious economic recession since that time. In 1938 we were still overwhelmingly

lwhite Australia l with a substantially British population. We had all but closed our doors to

the Jewish and otller refugees seeking to escape Hitler1s Germany, lately enlarged by tile

absol'ption of Austria.

At the first meeting of this Institution in 1919, or at its incorporation, or when

the H.oyal Charter was received, did anyone reflect about the world of 1983? If they did,

could they possibly have foreseen our time : the age of interplanetary travel, nuclear

fission, in vitro fertilisation and .the mightly micro? If one of us had been there and had

whispered these prophecies, almost surely we would have been laughed at. That after a

miUenium of looking at the .Moon, in our generation, man should walk on the Moon and

explore, with vivid pIctures, the surface of Mars and the rings of Saturn. That with a

single bomb, man could wipe ou·t a city, and that, not frightened off, he would continue to

accumulate such bomb~, so that there were many more than ~ere needed to destroy all

civilisation. That human life could be artificially and deliberately ~reated on a piece of

glass and that cloning of the human species would become feasible. And that the

microchip would reduce into a tiny wafer of silicon the rooms of circuits and valves that

even at that moment were seeking to decode the enemy wa~ messages.

We live in the age of science and technology. In 1919 a Great War was just

finishing. Another was about to commence in 1938. The period since then has not been

without its problems. Yet, despite Korea, Malaya, Vietnam, Iraq and the Falklands Islands,

we have at least avoided another World War. We live from day to day under the threat of

nuclear mistake or folly. But we still live. Great numbers of ordinary people move around

the world in relative comfort of a Jumbo armchair. They travel in their busloads around

the famous monuments which, until this time, were seen only by the few. Australia, by

war ld standards, has enjoyed high levels of employment, poll tical stabili ty and re~a tive

prosperity. Only in the last five years have the endemic problems of the economy cast a

pall of gloom over the otherwise 'lucky countryl. Has our luck run out? What do the

coming decades offer? Where is the propllet who will whisper to us the marvels of the 21st
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century? Because science and technology advance at such pace, we con be sure that the

miracles that lie ahead will make the achievements of the past 60 years look puny by

compal'ison.

Unfortunately the general cutback in Commonwealth funding has hit the

judiciary. Where once the silken robes nnd horsehair wigs were r aid for Federal Judges by

the Commonwealth, now you have to buy them yourself. User pays. And if ever the

Commonwealth did hand out crystal balls to Federal JUdges, to give them the gHt of

prol?hecy, the order has now been cancelled. No crystal ball was issued to me. I heard on

the radio recently of a visiting American futurologist who is here for a science fiction

conference. Because science fiction today becomes tomorrow's reality, I am sure -he would

have been a more appropriate dinner speal{er : to prognosticate for you the future as it

affects you as citizens and engineers. Unaided by a crystal ball, and without benefit of

science fiction, I want to suggest a few changes that we may see in my own di~cipline. the

law. I s.hall concentrate on matters of relevance to your discipllne. I( the prospects appear

modest, even conservative, 8scribethat to the problem that faces a law reformer in

Australia. The hare of science dashes on with inventiveness. The tortoise of the law comes

creeping slowly, majestically, almost im[>erturbably.-

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS MACHINERY

I took the occasion of my Welcome as a JUdge of the Federal Court a month ago

today to l?ay tribute: to the ingenUity and importance of the industrial relations tribunals

of Australia. Our system is complicated. It is an outgrowth of the constitutional prOVisions

that reflect a social experiment ventured at the turn of the century. in a world that has

changed so much, since the golden Autumns when our Constitution was settled in

Melbourne and Adelaide in the closing days of Queen Victoria's reign, it is remarkable that

the industrial relations system remains virtUally untouched. There are State and Federal

industrial courts and tribunals. There are hundreds of industrial organisations : ranging

from great national industry-wid~ organisations to small virtually in-house societies of

loyal corporate officers. There are hundreds of awards, Federal and State. A whole

religion of relativities that has grown up, .complicated lately by central wage fixation and

the 'pauser
, Freeze, call it what you will.

The system is a complex one and mnny careers, of Judges, lawyers, union

officials, engineers and others dellend on its continuance. Yet we must surely ask whether

it will still be with us, unreformed, in 60years' time. Wi~ the great changes of the

economy, of communications and the development of national industries still be dealt with

under tile same in?ustrial ~aws and institutions at the eightieth anniversary of this

Institution?
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The com()lexities of the system can be- seen from recent proceedings in the

Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission, for an injunction to restrain the New

~outh Wales Industrial Commission from extending a 4% increase to engineers working in

tile State under Federal 8war.ds. Some engineers complained that State brothers had

received the increase, so why should not they? Yet if Federal engineers received the

increase, the ripple effect through Federal awards could be considerable. The injunction

was granted. The issue is now before the High Court of Australia. It illustrates, once

again, the barren intellectual arguments that call arise [rom our divided industrial

relations system.

There are many other problems. And they will be familiar to all of you.

Doubtless they have been considered in your workshop on industrial relations:

:0: The constitutional needs for a 'dispute l to activate the Federa.l Commission, instils

the psychology of difference at the heart of our industrial relations machinery.

* The procedural_ device of the log of claims, adopted again for constitutional

reasons, instils the psychology of exaggeration, lest the lambit' of the dispute be

insufficiently wide to support a subsequent award.

* The artificial distinctions that have been forced by the separation, in the Federal

sphere, of the judicial and arbitral functions: between the Federal Court and the

Arbitration Commission are well known. At least in the State tribunals, no such

inconvenient dichotomy need exists.

* The dual system of Federal and State awards also helps to generate conflict. There

are not only hundreds of Federal organisations. There are hundreds of State

organisations: proliferating the opportunities for qemarcation, leap-frog, confusion

and uncertainty. The computer has arrived just in time because the complexities of

the system defy the intellectual retention even of the sophisticated and brilliant

minds that work in this field.

At my Welcome Ceremony in the Federal Court, I expressed regret that I had been

required to resign my commission as a Member of the Arbitration Commission before

taking up my post as a Federal Court Judge. It seemed to me that an exchange of

commissions between the court and the Arbitration Commission was a practical,. speedy

and uncomplica~ed way of solving the confusion and complexity of competing tribunals.

MrJustice Ludeke, a Deputy President of the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration

Commission, has received a commission as.8. Deputy President of the Industrial Appeals

Tribunal of Tasmania. This is the first. time such an exchange of Federal and State

commissions has been attempted in Australia - a case of Federal/State c.o-operation.
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It will mean that, at least in some Tasmanian' industrial disputes, there will be a judicial

officer who, compatibly with the Constitution, can operate under Federal and State laws

in solving the whole'of one disp_utc. It is fitting that this innovation should be entrusted to

i\1r Justice Ludeke. Some years ago, he suggested a solution to the border conflict

between New South Wales and Federal industrial tribunals could be found in reciprocal

appointments of some members at least to both bodies.l

A glance at Australia1s record oJ constitutional change will leave even the

supel'-optimist depressed. Six times the people of Australia have been afforded the

opportunity to reform the industrial relations system. Six times- they have refused to do

so. We struggle along with the rigidities of the conciliation and arbitration system,

becauSe it is virtually constitutionally guaranteed. We ·must look to the High Court for

reform - and it has been showing signs of late of a willingness to breath life into some

expressions of the constitutional formula long neglected, such as the power of the

Arbitration Commission'to 'prevent' disputes. On 9 J.unelnst the High Court, in the

Australian Social Welfare c'nse, handed dowll an important jUdgment that promises to

enhance the \;.lower of Federal regUlation. It held, unanimously, that 'dispute' in the

Constitution referred to a dispute about work and did not have to be a dispute in a

narrow~y defined 'industry'. Fifty years of jurisprudence was consigned to history by this

beneficant decision.

We mllst also look to the Parliament, where the Labor Party ,is committed to

sim\;.llifying the procedures for the amalgamation of industrial organisations. I was myself

involved in the amalgamation oJ the Metal Workers' Union. The technicalities and niceties

involved in achieving that union could have found an hO,noured place in the pages of a

novel of Dickens. We must look to Executive Governments to commission judicial officers

with dual commissions, so that they can exercise judicial and arbitral functions, and State

and ,Federal fun<:tions. The rigidities and artificialities of the division~ of our industrial

jurisdictions guarantee inconvenience and diseconomy. As a country, facing harder timep,

we should be attending to the solutions to such diseconomies, Which we can no longer

ignore. They endanger our future prosperity and our capacity to adapt to a time of rapid

change. We should also contemplate the possibility of frflnk constitutional amendment to

the 'industrial relations power. There has been a suggestion that the new· Federal

Government will establish an inquiry into industrial relations laws. Indeed names have

already been mentioned. Such an inquiry was also under contemplation during the Fraser

Government. It would be my hope that the direction of reform would point to politiclli

accountability for laws governing employment conditions and industrial relations. In

Australia, politicians of every colour have been only too glad to pass the buc!< to

unelected and largely unanswerable judicial officers.
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They do so in the sweet knowledge that they cannot then be held accountable when things

go wrong. Perhaps if there were greater political accountability for such laws, and the

state and reform of such laws, there would be a greater sense of urgency to modernise and

simplify Australia's system of industrial relations.

In 60 years time there will surely .be a radically changed industrial relations

system. The pressures of unemployment, of structural dislocation caused by technological

change, of 'endemic youth and aged unemployment, of part time work, will require nothing

less. But given the- history of constitutional change in Australia, I fear that there will be

many more dinners and many more speeches before there is action.

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

Another field in which law reform will be seen, relevant to engineering

management, is industrial safety. High Court Judges are beginning to call attention to the

appalling record of death and injury in Australis, including at work.2 The interposition

of insurance, even with high premiums, talces some of the pressure away from companies

to so discipline themselves as to prevent accidents occurring. If the insurer picks up the

tab, the "risk is spread evenly and largely between safe and unsafe employers. The social

acceptance of a high rate of industrial deaths and injuries might be diminished jf society

had to offer full restitution to the unfortunate victims. A series of decisions of the courts

has enhanced the rights of recovery. The response, rather than increased efforts to

improve safety and prevent accidents, has been a rapid rise in insurance premiums and a

search for less generous forms of accident compensation.S

In New South Wales, new legislation has .lately been proposed on industrial

safety. In South Australia, the former government established. new institutions for

rehabilitation of injured workers. In Victoria, a tax on employers was proposed last year,

in order to finance research into the causes of accidents and workers' sa.£ety.4 Various

other initiatives have been taken in other States and at the Federal level.

In October 1982, Mr Hayden committed a Federal Labor Government to

'upgrading Australian health and safety practices in the workplace'.5 He stressed that

he did not have in mind a 'top heavy' Federal administrative structure. But he did envisage

an authority to license the use of chemicals in industry and an undefined 'system' to

collect information on health and safety, and to. conduc~ research and help in the training

of occupational health workerS.
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I believe that we will see moves towards comprehensive Federallegisla tion on

industrial safety in Australia before too long. In the United States) a com\?rehensive

Federal Act was passed by the US Congress in 1970. It deprived the States of much of

their traditional area of res()onsibility in resl?€ct of work safety. It introduced a uniform

national law on the subject throughout that country. The law was based on the Federal

linterstate trade and commerce power! as it has been interpreted in that country. In the

Australian Constitution, there is a virtually identical constitutional head of power for our

Federal Parliament. Unfortunately, the High Court of Australia has taken a narrow view

of interstate trade, virtually requiring actual movement across the border. The court has

ignored the economic reality of the ....close interconnection of such intra nnd inter State

trade and commerce.6 Its rulings would bring a smile to an economist or, I suspect, an

engineering manager, looking at the reality of trade in the Australian situation.

If the hurdle of constitutional impediments can be overcome, us for example by

the vehicle of an ILO treaty, I believe that it is likely that we will see developments on

indiVidual safety laws such as have been occurring in Canada and the United States. These

inclUde:

* the gathering of more information and statistics on the causes of accidents and

diseases at work to facilitate l?reventionj

* the training or a greater awareness of key l?ersonnel and alerting pUblic attention;

* the promotion of eXl?ert advice in preventative design of equipment, vehicles,

prodUCts and work environment;

* the creation of on-site work bodies;

* the replacement of the myriad ·of local, State and Federal laws with which an

employer must comply, with a single Federa.llaw operating throughout the country.

In Canada, legislation has been enacted or proposed which enhances the employee's right

to know the hazards of work, to have joint committees to promote work safety and, even

in times of unemployment and economic downturn, to refuse without penalty to work in

conditions that are unsafe and unescapably dangerous to health. 7

It seems likely that in the years ahead .more attention will be focused on

legislation for work sa:fety and this will require the involvement of engineers.
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DISCR~VlINATIONLEGISLATION

Another aspect of the law which will corne to complicate the life of those

eng"aged in engineering management relates to discrimination. A recent decision of the

High Court of Australia made it clear that Federal legislation on racial di~criminlltionwas

intended to be exhaustive and exclusive and il complete statement of the law for the

whole of Australia. In the matter of racial discrimination, based on an international

convention, the Federal law left no room for the operation of the New South Wales

Antidiscrimination Act.S The case in question arose out of an incident in Kempsey in

1880 when three people were allegedly refused service in a hotel on the grounds of their

race. But it could just as easily have arisen out of a refusul to offer employment on that

ground.

Recently, the Chairman of the National Com,mittee on Discrimination in

Employment and Occupation, Commissioner Pauline Griffin, said that Australia had only

ltouched the tip of the iceberg' in its battle against discrimination and the Jack of equal

employment opportunities.9 Commissioner Griffin wus speaking to a combined meeting

of the national committee with committees based in the States and the Northern

Territory. A campaign to launch a major national effort to combat discrimination and to

promote equal ol?portunities in employment is about to be launched. The object is to raise

awareness:

Tough economic times have seen the job of discrimination committees made a

_great deal harder particularly in relation to groups traditionally

disadvantaged in the employment area - ,migrants, Aborigines, disabled

persons, the young, the old and women. Difficult economic times have seen a

revival of discrimination practices that have no place in modern-day Australian

society. "Far too many people are still afraid to come forward and lodge

complaints. They fear losing their jobs because they have lodged a' complaint.

However, the national committee and its State and Northern Territory

committees are still receiving more than 600 complaints annually. 10

It is sometimes difficult to differentiate the cases where the legitimate

interests of an employer and fellow workers come into conflict with principles against

discrimination. ThusJ an assertion that a person may not suffer discrimination because he

or she is mentally retarded, would seem to have no applicability to recruitment and

employment in an academic post in a university. There, intellectual excellence is the

essence of the job. Likewise, discrimination against people on the grounds of sex may

sometimes be upheld by appeals to, long tradition. The recent order of the Catholic

Archbishop of Adelaide banning girls from serving at the altar is discriminatory.
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But the Archbishop sought to rely u~on orders from Rome and the long traditions of his

Church. There will be no orders from Rome to justify discrimination in the engineering

profession. Complaints about discrimination on the grounds of religion or sexual

preference are rare. Most complaints in Australia relate to sex, race, age, disability or

marital status.

It is clear that we are going to hear more of antidiscrimination legislation. It

will sometimes be extremely difficlllt to operate in practice, justly for &11 employees. A

person, seeking to be a nurse, but who was very nearly blind, took her case ultimately to

the Supreme Court of the United States. The point made by that court is the point of

discrimination legislation g'enerallY. It is that we cannot ignore the essential qualifications

for jobs. But we have to release our minds and QUI' practices from the prison of

stereotypes. Because a person is in a wheelchair does not mean he cannot perform useful

work. A blind person cannot be an airline pilot: but he may quite readily become a radio

announcer. 1 know a good friend who is totally blind and who lectures in law with great

ability. In fact, our multicultural society is one aspect of the battle against stereotyping.

When the history books are written, it may emerge as the most significant contribution Mr

Fraser made to the Australian identity. It essentially asserts that people should be allowed

to be themselves and to be jUdged on that basis as individuals. And it is not neces;ury for

everyone to be squeezed uncomfortably into the rigid dimensions of nn assimilated white

Anglo-Celtic Australian.

The problem of ageism is one that will increasingly confront people in

management in Australia. We all know of the pressure towards earlier retirement of

workers; sometimes voluntarily but often not. The statist~cs Which show the rapid increase

in life expectancy demonstrate the growing interval of healthy and potentially active

retirement. Not only does this interval impose burdens on the social security system. It

imposes personal burdens on people brought up in th,e tradition of the work ethic. Unless

such people can be trained or retrained for leisure, it is likely that they will be disoriented

and discontented. Figures show that, as a proportion of the whole population, the numbers

of retired persons in Australia will double within the next 40 years. This is a tremendous

human resource, much of it going to waste. PUblic opinion surveys in the United States

demonstrate that at least half of retired persons would prefer to be working. The same is

probably true in Australia. In the age of the microchip, much routine work that might be

suitable to older workers is disappearing. Within the next 40. years, we will have to

discover socially acceptable means of offering such people as wan.t it acceptable ways of

occupying their time in constructive arid fUlfilling leisure. Unless we do, we will face

social and personal discontent of unpreceden ted proportions.
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PRIVACY LEGISLATION

Finally, I want to say something about the mighty micro. It is already

revolution ising the management practices of Australia including in engineering.

Information technology, including computers linked by telecommunications, present

remarkable opportunities for efficiency, speed, economy and detail in the movement of

information. But it also poses new problems for individual privacy. The Law Reform

Commission has been examining these problems. It plans, within the next two months, to

deliver a major report to the Federal Attorney-General, suggesting new means for

safeguarding privacy in Australia today.

In my experience, most people in private enterprise arc supportive, even

enthusiastic, for the l?rinciples of the Freedom of Information Act. The notion that they

should be able to use legal maChinery to secure information oil themselves or on their

corporations from government a.nd its agencies, seems wholly reasonable. But the

principle of freedom: of information is not going ·to stop at the public sector. It is a

principle which wlll have its application in the private sector as well. Employment records

represent an important section of personal information records, most of them held in the

private sec tor. Generally tile record is created at the· time of an aDplication for

employment. An al?plicllnt for em~loyment is in no real position to r~fuse to provide the

information which is sought from him. Any such refusal would be likely to result in 8

denial of employment. In the present economic climate, an aPl?licant is not usually able to

negotiate about the details that will be supplied by him. In such circumstances, there is

little meaning attached to the concel?t of individual consent to the supply of private data.

In l?ractical terms, engineel's are able to demand from applicants a great deal of personal

information, if they choose to do so. Some do. Employment records may also contain

opinionative or jUdgmental information. References or remarks by supervisors in relation

to conduct, diligence and efficiency may go. on the file. Much of the .information in such

statements might not be readily susceptible to factual verification. Yet it might have a

lasting effect on the employee's career. With the advent of new information technology,

the potential of the data to persist, spread and influence increasing numbers of decisions

is something that must be taken into account in designing laws on data protection and

data security.

In the pUblic sector, even before the Freedom of Information Act, reforms were

adopted to endeavour to improve the quality of personal information and enhance the

rights of data subjects in relation to that information. For example, in July 1982, the

Australian Public Service Board issued a manual which provides guidelines on police
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record checks carried out by the Australian Federal Police. The police would not carry out

a record check without a consent form, nor would they include criminal history

information more than ten years! old in response to such an .inquiry. A great deal of

attention is paid in the forthcoming privacy report of the -Law Reform Commission to the

standards that should be followed in relation to management records, the collection of

in[ormatioll1 the security for such information and the retention of it after its purpose is

concluded. The special vulnerability of com()uterised personal information is also

addreSSed and particular attention is paid to new techniques such as·lie detectors, voice

stress evaluation and intimate psychological testing. I cannot disclose to you the detaiLs of

the recommendations before th-ey are tabled in Parliament. However, I can indicate that

{)articular attention is paid to the 'key provision' of privacy laws overseas. This is the

provision that normally, with exceptions laid down by iaw, a data subject should have a
right of access to personal data about himself. The objects of this 'rigl)t of access! include

the correction or deletion of false information; the annotation of competing points of

view; the enhancement of jUdgments made on disputed information; the recognition of the

growing importance of the data profile for decisions that will affect the whole life's

journey of the subject and the inc('euse in the cflpacity of the individual affected to see

how others are seeing him.

The regime that is introduced by the Federal Freedom of Information Act

should be Seen as a response, in the public sector, to the information age and grea tel'

openness in dealings. It foreshadows a. wave which will not stop at the public s.ector; but

which will, with increasing persistence, require changes in. information practices in the

Qrivate sector fiS well. The new information technology will permeate and change the

practices of engineering management in the decades ahead. That technology will bring

with it new rights and duties that will alter the somewhat secretive administrative

traditions of our country. The insistent recognition that information is power, including

> power over ourselves, will result in demands by data subjects -to have access to personal

data about themselves. In due course of time, I have no doubt that the law will respond to

those demands.

CONCLUSiONS

I have looked backwards and forward. The late Kenneth Clark once said that

futurology was a discredited science. Just as the diners at the first dinner of the

Institution of Engineers could not possibly have sketched with accuracy the world of today

: the decline of Empire, the social changes and the onrush of technology, so we too falter'

when we look to the future. Technology, the eco;Jomy and great historical and social

forces will cal'ry us on. The law, as a kind of baggage carrier, will come along, slowly at

the end of the line. It will respond to demands for more modern industrial relations
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machinery. It will respond reluctantly to the needs for better laws for work safety and

health. It will provide a stimulus for the destruction of stereotypes and to combat

discrimination in work. It may provide special protections for the aged and the vulnerable.

It will respond to new information technology, inclUding by the provision of privacy rights.

All of these changes promise to make Ii fe exciting for the engineers of the

future. Paul Valery once said that 'the trouble with our times is that the future is not

what it used to be'. I hope that when our succes.'>ors collect in 60 years' time at a dinner of

thi,> Institution, they will judge that their past, our future, was 'the good old days'.
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